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Nations toner because
there is a mutual regard
among individuals composing
them
Mahatma Gandhi
All Men Are Brothers
V

There is no such thing as
peaceful coexistence
Barry Goldwater
New York Tunes Magazine
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1980s Time of Unique Danger
In Our Quest for World i

by Martha Oesch
Stating that the US and Russia
are not in the position to choose
war over peace but to choose war
now over war later
Richard
Barnet set the tone for the peace
symposium last weekend in his
opening address Founder and
Senior Fellow of the Institute for
Policy Studies Barnet called the
80s a time of unique danger
different from anything before
whichrequires rethinking of peace
and national security
Setting peace as a goal is nofjtie1
problem Barnet said It is instead
the conflict between peace and
other things we as a nation value
more The pursuit of national
security is no longer the best road
to peace Barnet warns that we
cannot be lulled into thinking that
because we have survived for one
or two decades without a world
war we are guaranteed continued

peace
DR BRUNO BETTELHEIM fields questions from the audience
after his address on The Difficulties 7 Between Parents and
Children Photo by Rodger PelagallL

Mbdern Families Troubled

Bu Unrealistic Expectations
by Karen McCartney
The difficulties between parents

and children today are a result of
expectations
unreasonable
psychiatrist Bruno Bettelheim said
in an address last Thursday
evening in McGaw Chapel
Parents and children expect too
much of themselves and each
other not accepting that the good
life contains blood sweat and
tears Their unrealistic attitudes
result in disappointment hardship
and bad feelings he said
Bettelheim was bom in Vienna
Austria He is Jewish and spent
time in Dachau and Buchehwald in
1939 Since coming to the United
States he has been a therapist for
autistic and emotionally disturbed
childrena professor at the University of Chicago and an author of
quite a few weH known books He
addressed the audience with
warmth and humor conveying a
sense of his Concern for the present
and future parents in the pews
Bettelheinudivided his talk
roughly into three categories
and psystatistical
economic
chologic He dealt with problems
revealed as one looks at what the
modern family is and what it
historically was
Our first unreasonable expecta
Next Wednesday at

1U

am

114

Mateer- Drs Robert Smith and
Leslie Day joined by students who
were their co- workers last summer

present a Convocation on
New Discoveries at Peila There
will be slides to show the new
discoveries which range from
artifacts to further indications of the
shape and size of ancient Peila
will

tons revolve around marriage and

longer life spans than ever before
In the past a child of 14 or 15
Bettelusuajly had one parent
This eased some
heim said
tension because the child could not
have problems with the dead
parent Though divorces ofterr
create single parent families today
they are more traumatic to the
entire family because they are a
disappointment of expectations
We expect a marriage to last three
times as long as it ever did before
yet still be as happy as in its early
This is
days said Bettelheim
simply unrealistic
Bettelhetms second statistical
and in a way biologic criticism of
the modem family is that children
arejcept in a dependent childhood
role far past the natural age of
adulthood In the past a boy was a
of 13 and children
man att- heage
were expected to be independent

and work contributing adults

between 11 and 14 Many parts of
the world still end school at this
age Here in the United States
however school is continued at
least until the end of the teen age
with no intelligent curriculum for
the eleventh and twelfth grades
Bettelheim said
Biologically youtrTare reaching
puberty at earlier and earlier ages
In the sixteenth century women
reached puberty around the age of
17 Now we can expect it around
12 to 14 a product of healthier
childhoods Teenagers today are
healthier more sexually mature
and more attractive than ever
before yet we keep thinking of
them as children which invites

cont on p 8

Outlining the potential for war
Barnet cites the breakdown of
efforts to control the arms race
saying Salt II if not dead is in a
comaIn addition the technological advancements in weaponry
led by the US have gone in the
wrong direction he said Previously weapons were for surprise
attacks Now the goal js first strike

capability With weapons

be-

coming more accurate the risks of
preemptive and indiscriminate
attacks are increased according to
Barnet Add9 this the increased
automation of the system which

reduces decision making time in
moments of crisis h is the
development of an ideology
created to justify an arms race
without end where we are determined to match military capacities that creates the possibilities
for war he explained
Barnet continued prompting us
to ask whether we can conceive
of a rational national policy which
is Implied hi limited nuclear war
The belief that the US can deter
Russia by scaring it with escalating
military build- up he stressed a

pure illusion

Elaborating on the illusion in
the US surrounds itself
Barnet cited three myths on which
US National Security is based The
first of these is the myth of defense
illustrated by the change in name
from War Department to Depart
ment of Defense Barnet said that
the fact that both the US and
Russia know Russia has the
capability of destroying mis country renders the idea of military
balance meaningless Barnet finds
this fact especially frightening
when combined with the prospect
of Reagan as v President who
promotes the idea of military
build- up as a scare tactic to keep
the Russians out of the arms race
Increased weaponry creates more
insecurity which in turn leads to the
production of more weapons
Barnet said
The third myth is that tfie US
can with conventional forces and
nuclear threat project its power to
which

the globe and determine economic and political outcomes
around the world He illustrated
this point where the USs 20 Nton
arming of the Shah of Iran to look
after US interests commenting that
this equipment ha been a catalyst
for anti- American actions With
we
our action in the third world
Barnet
have dispersed power
said adding that the US has failed
to realize that their third world
agendas are not our agendas
This third myth is a reflection of
US isolationism both geographic
and ideologic whereby we do not
consider the outcome of our
actions Barnet said This om
bined with the diffusion of power
throughout the world which the
US and USSR have aggravated by
their interventionist actions have
led to a Balkanized world which
can lead to a war with catahe said
strophic consequences
The first step in developing a
viable national security policy is to
look at the world as it is not as we
would like a to be Barnet said
The US must first decide what it
wants to protect Barnet said that
this includes the protection of both
the values and ideals of the US as
well as physical territory and
people
V
Barnet also posed the need for a
nuclear moratorium defined by a
stop in the deploying testing and
production of nuclear weapons
and carried out in such a way that
the USSR could verify it Declaring
cont on p 8

Business Ignores Plight of Urban Poor
by Robin Wilson

it is a nice place to visit but I
wouldnt want to live there That
is what most people say about
large cities like New York Pittsburg

or Philadelphia That is what they
if they have a choice
say
The fact is not everyone can
choose to live on the fringes of a
large fity and commute whenever
theyd like Marcus Pohlmann
political science professor and
chairperson of the urban studies
program explained the impact on
urban poor as cities attract bigbusiness in order to remain alive
Frequently these businesses die
tate public policy without considering its effects on citizens Pohlmann
said in his talk at Wednesday
convocation
Pohlmann used Cleveland and
New York City as examples of
cities who ran up huge budget
deficits due to manipulation by
local businesses mostly banks
Pohlmann included conclusions he
has drawn from his four- year study
entitled Urban Colonialism Political Ramifications for the Urban
Fiscal Crisis which he presented
as a paper this Fall to the American
Political Science Association
Convention
Americas oldest largest central
cities are no longer places of
employment for unskilled immi

grants like they were in the early
1900s Pohlmann said As industry
changed from being labor intensive
to capital intensive the cities
became places of stagnation for the
poor and current immigrants
namely blacks and hispanics he
said In short the poor have
become economically superfluous
Pohlmann added
This change in the economic

Ny

V

vA

status of the poor in central cities
has led to what Pohlmann terms
their colonization That is the
poor are geographically concentrated exploited by the powerful in
the city economically dependent
as they own no capital and
politically dependent in that their
interests are not weighted the same
as everyone elses in the determination of city policy

cont on p S
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PROFESSOR MARCUS POHLMANN elaborates 6n his theory
of Urban Colonialism following his convocation address
v
Wednesday Pnoto by Rodger PelagaE
v
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Nicety A Goal for Which
This College Should Strive
This is a nice place one professor informed me with a shake of the
havent
head after last weeks issue came out You have to be nice
you learned that yet Nice Its a really intriguing word when you think
about it It comes from the Latin word nescire meaning to be ignorant
Hardly a term one would willingly apply to an institution of learning Or so
one would hope
Bettelheim reportedly offended a lot of people when he was here last
week particularly when answering questions He was described as rude
not the
in his responses sometimes even neglecting to respond at all
kind of person Wooster would seek to cultivate
In a similar situation though perhaps slightly more extreme
Beethoven once crashed down the lid of his piano during a concert
before a host of nobility and announced that he refused to perform
before such swine7 Such comments dont make for good diplomatic
relations Wooster probably wouldnt have asked him back for a second
recital
And its not just Wooster This niceness saturates every facet of our
society Or at Jeast the surface We can struggle to- make sure we have
the ability to annihilate the Soviet Union before it can annihilate us but as
long as Carter and Brezhnev can exchange a friendly hug and kiss
everythings all right That sacred diplomacy has been preserved We
can send military aid to countries in danger of subverting the kind of
governments we happen to like but if Carter chances to mention that
Reagan leans toward warmonging we are appalled at such a breach of

tact

We are affronted because Bettelheim tells us bluntly that he doesnt
want to answer certain questions put to him We are shocked because
Carter and Reagan arent being nice to each other We are surprised
and appalled when an editor decides to edit Would we be as horrified if
a professor refrained from giving us a C for a badly- written paper
because he or she was afraid of hurting our feelings
Nicety is hardly a quality for which a liberal arts college should strive
Knowledge cannot be attained without criticism Its time we ended our
quest for pleasantry and kindness and began functioning critically as
halfway intelligent human beings Perhaps if we all stopped being so
nice we could learn a little more And have to edit a little less
s LAB

Symposium Evades Call to Individual
Dear Editor
these golden words of the
As a student participant in most Professional Peacemakers would
of the Peace Symposiums events
reach the good majority of college
I was surprised to find the majority
students who attended each
of the 300 outside participants in lecture
Waging Peace were a part of the
ty the end of the first speech on
middle- aged

uppermi-

ddleclass

coat arxf tie gang including
many reps from the Presbytery
and various denominational
departments The speeches given
by a number pi distinguished
individuals were hardly the
rousing sort one might have
expected if anything they were
drowsing The level itself of the
lectures was on a highly
wordly and very
intellectual
Presbyterian plane Aside from the
people actually on that level of
thought I wondered how much
suit-

Friday I was slightly disappointed
that an area that Richard Barnet
felt so strongly about could be

delivered

in such

a dry

passionless way It was also
incredible how a man can lecture
and write continuously the whole

time It was sad though
understandable that there was a
great exodus by students and
profs after the first speech was
over The second speech by
Geyer was more of a cry to The
Church for peace rather than a
cont on p 7
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generation from ending history
But the warning in the welcoming
address to avoid idealism and not
imagine the world as something
other than it is made it dear from
the start what the intent of the
symposium would be It was not a
call to action by those of us
concerned about the future of the
world but merely an assessment
in an intellectual and detached
manner ofNthe reality of Kfe in
1980

Published weekly during the academic year by the students of the
College of Wooster Opinions expressed in editorials and features are
those of the staff alone and should not be construed as representative of
administration policy
The WOOSTER VOICE welcomes all signed letters to the Editor from
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Association and the Ohio Newspaper Association The subscription rate is
1000 per year for second class delivery
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Telephone 2J6 264 1234 ext 433

STAFF
EditorinC-

Limited View of Peace Presented

Open Letter to the
Peace Symposium Committee
Well you did it You turned
what could have been a thoughtprovoking action- inspiring
weekend into little more than a dull
rehash of worn- out arguments on
SALT deterrence and detente
The lack of student interest
attested to that fact By Saturday
afternoons final speech the
original 250 est
Wooster
students attending the opening of
the symposium on Friday night
had dwindled to but a handful
But who could blame them
Those of us looking forward to
concerned and dynamic speakers
heard only rhjddle- aged men drone
on about the realities of the
nuclear arms race Those of us
looking for alternatives and a hope
for the future found only those
same middle- aged men rambling
on about moderate proposals I
wanted to hear what an individual
could do to help keep this

Louise A Blum
Martha Oesch
Dianna Trover
Karen McCartney
Dave Bryan
Rodger PebgalE
Jay West
Pam Weiler

hief

Associate Editor
News Editor
Feature Editor
Sports Editor
Photography Editor
Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager

Reporting Staff
Margaret Poethig Robin Wilson Susati Reid Hugh Crowe II Timothy
Spence Eric Johnson Desiree Roy Arlette Pahlsson Karen
Lundstrom Jake Reiter Lauren Smith Al Cleveland C Clara Nelson
Photographers
Meg Wehriy Jay West John Crazier Eric Johnson
Columnists
Eric Johnson Lee Merrill Jim Luce Peter Havhohn Gordon Stewart
Alius Papademetrious
1

Spence Distorts
Historical Facts
Dear Editor
Among other distortions Timothy Spence presents an interesting version of the history of the
Vietnam War in his Dulling of
Sword Blades article last week
US intervention into Vietnam
was not to protect Vietnamese
sovereignty as Spence claims In
fact US presence in Vietnam was
an intrusion into that countrys
internal affairs A brief outline of
some facts Spence has ignored
The Vietnamese forces led by
Ho Chi Minh were nationalists
fighting for Vietnamese independence first communists second
They fought the French colonists
before and after World War II the
Japanese invaders during the war
The United States originally
supported Ho In 1946 Newsweek
compare
him
to George
Washington
cont on P 4

I

sincerely hope that

near the end of Saturday

for future symposia afternoons panel discussion The
will at least consider the need to moderator posed the question for
present opinions that do not neatly Anwar Barkat paraphrased Is
fit into that narrow section at the capitalisms need for foreign
middle of the political spectrum markets and resources and the
Even the contrast between an role of multi- national corporations
avowed hawk and an avowed within that need a source of our
dove
would have been a problems in maintaining peace
committees

welcome respite

from

the Lincoln

ideological compatibility of these
four men But beyond that where
were the radical pacifists this
weekend Where was any kind of

pactifist

Marxists

Bloomfield quickly
advised Barkat to just say no
and his well received facetiousness
said it all It hardly mattered that
Barkat proceeded to give another

moderate
Where were the long- winded
Where were the response to the nearly all- white

Where were the
Libertarians
feminists For that matter where
was any kind of woman speaker at
all And please dont tell me that a
token workshop on Feminists and
Peace was sufficient representation of an entire sex
For me the entire weekend was
summed up by a short exchange

middle to upper class audience
characterized by white hair pipes
and respectability Their weekend
of peace was nearly over- its
effects to be felt at least until the
V
next day
IJ

M

1

cont on p 3

Individual Action Essential
In Building Global Peace
Building peace is not an orderly neat process To the contrary peace
is a conflict creating process states Anwar Barkat in his address at the
peace symposium This is not stated here to act as a deterrent to those
dedicated to the pursuit of peace Rather iris intended to dispel the
illusion that following the way of peace is a magical and calming
experience marked by continual rewards As Barkat contends this
means that one must thus find the spirituality in the conflict of peace
After the barrage of information presented last weekend at the Peace
Symposium one senses the complexity and often extraordinary
slowness of the task before us to wage peace One had only to listen to the
panel discussions following each lecture to see the conflicts stemming
from the different participants personal views on Peace That was only
four men and the way of peace involves millions Prepared for what lies
ahead on the unpaved and detour ridden path to peace we must not
allow ourselves to be defeated before we even begin Now is the time to
take any anger we feel resulting from the discrepancy between the status
quo and what is possible and let that anger direct us to action
In the midst of talk about the role of the US Russia and the Third
World nation in working toward peace we must remember that as
individuals we are the nation Hence we are compelled to act for if
individuals do nothing then we cannot be a nation dedicated to peace
Peace is not an issue limited to those who work at the U N prepare
military budgets or write books Granted the publics lack of information
on activities such as nuclear testing and arms build- up is extensive but
isnt it enough to know that our Jives are threatened by the prospect of
war and that our resources are being depleted for the manufacture of

arms

It is detrimental to the way of peace to believe that the politics of peace
are so complex that as an individual you have no right to act As Richard
Watts explains even if you know just one fact for example that a
commander submarine has the capacity to strike with the strength
eleven times that of Hiroshima should be enough to make you voice
your concern We will never have all the information but we have enough
to know what we dont want War
Peace is waged on different levels Start with your own life to act now
and act decisively Write your congressperson sjart a discussion group
show a film support a peace organization lobby your senator start a
peace advent series in a church hug afriendbe the impetus for peace

MEO
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Reagan Sheds Image of
Old Gaffer Through Media
Throughout his campaign in quest of the Presidency Ronald Reagan
has been catching some flak usually undeservingly from the media and
his opponents Indeed the evening news watcher is probably wondering
why Reagan supporters havent changed their motto to something like
win one for the old gaffer
While stumping through the rusted and de lapidated steel mills of
Eastern Ohio Mr Reagan recently told onlookers that the eruption of
the Mt St Helens volcano in Washington had caused more pollution
than automobiles ever had For the chemist Mr Reagans statement
was wrong
But in terms of dust fallout eject a As far as the ejecta is concerned
there is no doubt that Mt St Helens ejected more dust and ash than
anything weve had in a long time said Dr Frank Koucky a professor of
geology at the College
Dr Koucky said tHat whereas United States Geological Survey
investigators have found no evidence of chemical poisoning in the ejecta
Jfrom Mt St Helens he said there are volcanos such as recent ones in
Alaska which have spewed extremely poisonous ash into the air ash
containing sulfur sulfates and hydrochloric acid
Obviously Mr Reagan had confused his volcanos but his suggestion
that Mother Nature is just as heinous a polluter as man was quite on

target

Mr Reagan on progressive income tax This progressive system was
spawned by Karl Marx and declared by him to be the prime essential of a
socialist state the method proscribed for taxing the middle class out of
existence
The above is one of Mr Reagans years- old quotations His opponents
dug that one out this year and used it to paint a distorted portrait of
Reagarr as being an ignorant soul who doesnt know his thumb from his
toe let alone Karl Marx from Teddy Roosevelt
Sadly enough it is his opponents who have trouble with anatomy and
history Scholars of Marx know that the 19th century philosopher
seeing it as a method to eliminate the dreaded middle class called for A
heavy progressive or graduated income tax in his Communist
Manifesto

Last summer after the Republican National Convention Mr Reagan
sent his partner George Bush on a mission to Japan Taiwan and China
The trip was intended to show that a Reagan Bush Administration did
have knowledge of foreign affairs
Back home Mr Reagan was being given a bum rap by media and
political rivals The Republican candidate said that as president he
Official was
would establish official relationships with Taiwan
translated by his opponents as meaning recognizing Taiwan- as the de
jure government of China
What Reagan said and what others said conflicted Mr Reagan
supports and has supported recognizing the American Institute in
Taiwan as an official US consular office The AIT was established by
Congress two years ago when President Carter trashed a 25 year old
alliance with the Nationalist Chinese Under President Carter the ATT
has been funded by the Treasury Department and still maintains
contacts with the State Department Yet it is not acting as though it were
a US consulate which the Congressional approved Taiwan Relations
Act says it should do
Mr Reagan believes in recognizing the AIT not in recognizing the
government of Taiwan The Governor wisely suggests that the problem
of whxHs to rule whom should be left to the peoples of Red China and
Free China not Jimmy Carter
by Timothy E Spence

An Finds Fault with Writing of Editor
Dear Editor
I am Sic of it
As I was reading my editorial in
last weeks Voice I didnt know
devil
what the
those
sics
meant Excetlece sic violatiion
sic
explaines sic
numerous
I first guessed sic to mean
sic
sick
Hence I concluded the
Voice is sick with violation and sick
with my humor But with the aid of
a dictionary I soon realized that sic
is ued to indicate mistakes in
writing in my case spelling errors
Obviously these sics in my letter
made me look like an eighth- grade
speller Certainly they were not
spelling mistakes but ordinary
typographical
no sic please
errors The editor did her arbitrary
editorializing once again in the
attempt to embarrass me
Well if she can find mistakes in
my letter I can do the same in her
writing In her response to my

VOICE Fails Miserably in Profiles
T

Dear Wooster Voice
I have an objection to make
regarding your presentation of the
profiles on the 1980 Presidential
Candidates that appeared in your
Oct 10 edition First believe it or
not there are more than three
candidates for president such as
Ed Clark and Barry Commoner I
consider your heading Presi
dential Candidates 1980 on page
7 grossly inaccurate
Im weD aware that the reason
behind this negligence was
probably due to the popular
perception that these candidates
Ronald Reagan Jimmy Carter and
John Anderson are1 the only
serious choices for president
Still it would be nice to see the
Wooster Voice rise above the
professional medias level of
responsiveness and give us some

such as the Libertarians yet been
frustrated by the national medias
deliberate inattention to the minor
parties
I realize that a number of people
have already resolved to stay
home and not cast any vote or
rather to vote against a candidate
due to the major party candidates
unreceptiveness to the public
regarding their positions or lack
thereof on the issues If the
Wooster Voice were to rise to the
occasion and inform us on the
minor presidential candidates
positions on the issues we might
find a party whose candidates
policy positions are more
compatible with our own
Possibly these parties policies are
unpalatable to a great many of us
But the point is how will we ever
know unless minor political parties

are given some measurable
information on the minor party amount of coverage by the news
candidates as well I along with media How about it Wooster
many others have been sorely Voice staff Theres still time to
by the abysmal facilitate a more open discussion
disappointed
party candidates of the pros and cons in the policies
major
choice of
available to us in the upcoming of alt the presidential candidates
presidential election Im sure Im before we step into the voting
not the only one who has been booth on Nov 4
Stephen Mellin
curious about a political jparty

biographical and political

V

PS

the purpose of your
President Profiles was to
If

provide objective biographical
information on the serious
candidates you failed miserably
with your profile on Ronald
Reagan That profile included an
attack on his years in office as
governor no criticism positive or
negative was included in Jimmy

she writes
Being a
student newspaper however we
readily acknowledge Mr Ans
discontent Here the editor of the
Voice has committed the cardinal
sin of journalistic writing a dangling modifier According to her
we are
sentence it means
Is it
a student newspaper
possible that human beings are a
newspaper Perhaps only in the
imagination of the editor My
knowledge of grammar tells me
that the Voice should replace
we in that sentence
I also can point out in her writing
editorial

errors of colloquialism choppy
sentences redundant repetitive

unneccessary verbosities

and

other basic grammatical mistakes
But I intend to exercise selfrestraint Besides I do not have
enough space
Finally I believe that everyone
ought to review the baSlCS of
grammar including the master of
English such as the editor of the
Voice

Richard An

Oct 14 1980

Student Interest Questioned
and
attend

To the Editor
As students of the 1980s we are

faced with unique opportunities
and challenges to determine the
conditions of our world Perhaps
the most important challenge is
that of makina oeace Last
Weekends symposium Waging
Peace The Next SteDS brouqht
to the campus knowledgeable and
hopeful national and international
leaders who enabled us to
examine the obstacles to and
possible solutions for attaining a
just peace Over three hundred
out of town guests came to
explore the options for peace
while few members of the College
community managed to find then
way across campus to participate
the symposium Those ot us

Carters and John Andersons
profiles According to the profiles
Carter was merely bom on Oct
1 1924
while Reagan was bom VOICE Guilty of
ago
One gathers from Yellow Journalism
69 years
this biased representation that
someone wishes to remind us that Dear Editor
I was surprised and appalled to
Reagan is the oldest candidate
among the three and should be see that The Wooster Voice uses
yellow journal techniques
judged incompetent solely on that
I am referring to the abuse
basis Im no fan of Reagan
on a legitimate letter of
heaped
however i for an objective
biographical profile his was very complaint in last weeks issue The
letter was unedited and the editors
subjective
I

A Gay Support Hotline wiO be in
operation on Tuesday nights from
10 to 11 pm at ext 238 beginning
Tuesday Oct 23 The Hotline will
be answered by gay men and
women from the community

numerous indefinite pronouns

response to the letter was almost
Ibetous
I have always thought of The
Wooster Voice as a newspaper
worthy of a liberal arts college and
tolerant of opposing views now
Im not so sure
Sincerely
Marian Owen

who did
encouraged

were inspired

to take action But
our hopes are dimmed by the
apparent indifference of those
around us We wonder if people
are concerned about peace It
frightens us to think that this
indifference wiO halt the essential
steps towards peacemaking
possibly incurring war
Mary Edson
Beth Shepherd
Anne Vial

Editor Shows
Lack of Tact
Dear Editor
First let me say that I realize
that you are a journalist and I am
not I also realize that Richard Ans
article 103 was not of the finest
quality Yet I understand that an
agreement was made with Mr An

for an indefinite

period of

time to write fight humorous
satirical articles If you had any
doubts to his journalistic abilities
why was this commitment made
As editor 1 believe that it is your
job and responsibility to edit not
abolish I have read his second
article which was not printed due
to as you say lack of space and
believe that it is of a much better
fight
quality In fact even
humorous and satirical
Maybe his article should never
have been printed but your lack of
tact in the matter does not allow
me to symphathize with you
Amy R Hunter
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faculty commen-

Notes from Abroad
by Jim Luce

There are many reasons why
foreign language programs in
Japan are in the words of former
ambassador Edwin Reischauer
Domestic
extraordinarily poor
politics the educational system
and the Japanese language itself
all contribute to the barriers that
keep English from being mastered
in this increasingly powerful nation
This academic failing is a grave
problem for both Japan and the
world

for

it

is

this

linguistic

promising student barely able to
communicate with native speakers
after graduation
Politically speaking there has
always been a traditional fear here
in Japan of the outside Because
this island nation was almost
completely isolated until the nineteenth century a strong feeling of
cultural solidarity has arisen Still in
existence this feeling seems to
evoke a deep- rooted suspicion of
anything non- Japanese Although
countless outside ideas have been
accepted they have been so only
under the strictest of governmental
control Today as in the past It

deficiency that keeps Japan from
becoming a full member of the
western and perhaps even world
seems that the Japanese
community
Although strikingly beautiful the government hopes to retain its
Japanese language lends little to tight controls and assuring inthe bridging of linguistic waters It is adequate English skills is perhaps
one of the safest ways
simply too different in logic and
Poor language training howgrammar to serve as a means of
ever
is in no way unique to Japan
communication
international
Unlike any other language east or Most of the English speaking world
west Japanese involves a linguistic itself is known for its lack of
grouping all its own Thus it bears bilingual expertise Our own public
foreign language training is a case
little if any resemblance to the
in point although not necessarily
which
Indo- European family of
English is a part Although written for political reasons The number
of American high school graduates
in Chinese characters this oriental
who can converse intelligently in
unrelated
as
be
to
language seems
to modem Chinese as Finnish is to French or Spanish speaks for itself
the choice of
Furthermore
French
languages taught illustrates all too
It is not that the Japanese
student does not wish to learn well our own fear of departing
English but simply that his from the European heritage
As youth from around the world
province controlled classroom is
to travel and broaden
continue
Like
objectives
geared to different
education on the continent a their horizons however perhaps a
Japanese student must perform new dawn will approach in which
students in Japan will yearn for
well on his or her step examinaand demand better English instrucof
tions to reach the next Jevel
academia Similarly to enter a tion and students in the west will
good high school one must do develop a greater interest in Japan
exceptionally well on the post its people and its customs As this
junior high school test Entrance occurs the Japanese will be better
into a respected university requires able to join the world community
excellent post senior high school to which they already belong so
examination scoes As English strongly In so doing the Japanese
comprises only one- fifth of these will better understand what is
tests the student is forced to limit vaguely referred to as the west
and Americans will understand
himself to this textbook English
more clearly that country mysfate Thus the essence of English
teriously
known as Japan
is
almost
background
its Cultural
entirely ignored leaving the once

Swords into Plowshares
by Rev Gordon
0

C Stewart

Last weeks Voice carried a letter
of rebuttal to the views expressed
so far in this weekly column I

welcome

Timothy

Spences

Dulling of Sword Blades Inviable
and Undesirable because a little
conflict is good for the soul and

one gets the impression that
people are too often afraid to
speak out when they disagree or
they speak behind the adversarys
back Spences letter deserves a
response We do in fact disagree
Plain and simple But that should
not mean that we cannot talk
together
First we disagree about recent
history itself I see Vietnam Iran
Nicaragua as nations which the
US sought to dominate and did
dominate where popular move-

ments finally became strong
enough to liberate themselves

sees the US as the
liberator of these nations where the
turned
Shah Somoza et al
backward nations into essentially
economically freehand relatively
prosperous states as compared
with Soviet bloc countries and
elevated the role of women from
quasi- slaves to human beings
While the Shah must be given
some credit for progress on the
participation of women I am afraid
Spence

it is hard for me to talk about the
great things our third world allies
have done in what Spence calls
backward countries which he
sees as essentially economically
free The facts in Nicaragua Iran
and Vietnam simply tell another
story a story of neo- colonialism
where the US appropriated the
wealth of these nations at dirtcheap prices through the operations of US based transnational
corporations We found cheap
labor cheap raw materials what
does Mr Spence think OPEC was
started for if not to protect these
countries from further exploiand leaders who were
tation
willing to work for their own elite
interests at the expense of the
majority of the population
The question is Who was
economically free The answer is
clear in the strength of revolutionary outcries Or are these people
too backward to have known
economically
that they were
free US military power was not
used in these countries nor is it
now used in S Korea for the
defense of the masses It was
used for the defense of the elites at
the expense of the majority and
that is why successful popular

cont on p 5

tOn Worthy Occasions

Church Can Aid
In Peacemaking
by Susan Reid
address entitled Waging
Peace a Challenge to the
In his

Academic and Religious

Alan y Geyer
Communities
director of the churches at the
Center of Theology and Public

Policy in Washington DC raised
several questions about the
responsibility of the church in
political involvement He spoke in
particular on the politics of peace
the ways in which the church is
suited to this involvement and the
ways in which it has failed to

promote

or even actually

discouraged work in the

promotion of political involvement
in peacemaking
Geyer began by looking at the
need for consciousness in regard
to politics of peace saying We
cannot avoid the now If we do not
become politicians for peace our
lives have taken on a cheap
He also warned that
grace
activity must get to the heart of the
conflict that it cannot be a borderwhich fails to
line struggle
accomplish what it has set out to
due to the peculiarity of approach
He explained that the church
has often been a trustee of human
values of compassion and the
demand for justice and described
some of the advantages of the
church in meeting the needs going
along with these concerns The
supra- national
communications
among churches their concern
with such issues as health refugee
relief agricultural aid and other
issues which often lie behind
conflict and their source of
potentially apolitical financial aid
as well as lobbying power Geyer
said can all be directed toward
very exciting political gains in the
afea of peacemaking
Geyer did express criticism of
some of the barriers which have
prevented the church from playing
such an active role in the politics of
peace He showed particular
concern for what he refers to as
trie anti- political bias of American
Protestantism which he sees as
directing vital energies toward
charity and philanthropy instead
of effecting political policy He also
pointed out a lack of ministry of
the laity in the- public sector
Many church members fail to
incorporate their beliefs into their
work he said
Anti- intellectualism or
sentimentality
which act to
restrict thought along with that
moral ism which short- circuits tRe
taking of responsibilities
were
also areas in which Geyer saw the
stunting of religions positive
involvement in politics Likewise
the pride of nationalities and of
denominations thin out political
action through their fragmentation
of energies even if the intellectual
cont on p 5

by Peter Havholm
There are many different teaching styles but 1 think all of them
could be placed in one or the other
of two large classes labeled
Authority and Guide
Briefly the Authority will most
often display knowledge while the
Guide will most often try to bring a
student to knowledge Neither is
necessarily a good or bad style of
teaching and many teachers can
practice both kinds Neither style
works unless the teacher knows
the subject
A corruption of the Authority
style occurs when the teacher
becomes a showoff A corruption
of the Guide style occurs when the
teacher becomes a wimp If I
parade my knowledge in front of a
class only in such a way as to
glorify myself it is unlikely that my
parade will accomplish anything If
on the other hand I spend all my
time in class worrying about how
happy my students are we may all
lose sight of the courses intellectual demands
These days teachers at liberal
arts colleges are more often Guides
than Authorities It is no longer the
case that all good colleges admit
only those students they cannot
possibly hurt and most teachers
agree with this change in the
colleges view of its responsibility
Therefore there is likely to be a
significant number of students
around who cannot write beautifully who do not pick up ideas the
instant they are flung down and
who left to their own devices will
certainly sink rather than swim
ft is surely right to try to make
good on the implied promise a
college now makes when it admits
students to give them a chance to
do the best they are capable of
Truly to provide that chance the
college must help It cannot merely
hand out ideas
But I think it important to see
that not everyone who has anything to do with this community
has a teachers responsibility This
is prompted by my initial response
to Louise Blums caustic crack last
week Never let it be said that any
newspaper sought to rise above its
At first I was a little
readers
shocked Why that kind of
sarcasm would be extremely harmful in a classroom
Yes but Ms Blum is not a
teacher and there is no rule that
says she must deal with her readers
as would a teacher with her class
And come to think of it perhaps
there ought to be more tolerance
around here for the opinion the
action or the style that is notobviously helpful
As I said the Guide goes wrong

when concern

for students

happiness begins to soften the
occasionally grim requirements of
valuable learning There is a
comparable corruption that can
occur to students who come to
assume that everyone must be a

Guide
They end up expecting life to be
like television always providing
words situations ideas and people
who are easy fun to understand
and soothing So they scorn
Convocation talks that do not
relate instantly to their own
concerns in their own language
They become furious with visiting
professors who have personal and
professional idiosyncracies outside
the range Woosters faculty provides They refuse to look at or

listen to any idea without its own
in commercials and sub- titles

built-

They take no risks Indeed they
end up with an easy contempt for
people who do take risks
No I do not advocate that all our
Guides quit guiding Nor do I think
as I fear Ms Blum does that every
student on campus ought io be
tnrroA inctantlti tr hprnme an
intellectual who cares deeply about
the politics of Sumatra and hates
photographs
But I get tired sometimes of
everyones being so nfcey- nicey
around here Some ideas are better
than others Some writing is better
than other writing And even the
nicest people in the world are
capable of doing dumb or at least
il- ladvised
things I pine occasionally for the kind of forthright
reasoned criticism that the best
Authorities offer their apprentices
ft does not always feel good but it
often results in better work
1
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cont from n 2
The United States turned
against Ho and the nationalists
only after McCarthyism and antiCommunist hysteria swept the
country in the late 1940s and early

50s

After the French packed their
bags and left as Spence puts it
although much of their baggage
was captured by Vietnamese
during their overwhelming military
victory
Ho was Dersuaded to
accept a compromise in which he
got the northern half of the country
until free elections could be held
for the entire country When it
became clear that Ho was the
popular choice of the people a
US intelligence survey gave him
75 of the vote the Untied States
reneged orr its promise of elections
and permanently split the country
The Vietnamese did receive
aid from the Soviet Union and
China but in no sense did those
nationalist movement seeks aid
from outside sources And foreign
aid to the nationalists never rivaled
the massive US aid to- the Saigon

government

The long war and the American
involvement in it need not be
explored runner Any reasonable
history of the war shows Spences
intemretation to he kidirrous To
say the United States was in
Vietnam to protect- that countrys
sovereign ry is ime saying ine onusn
were in America in 1776 to protect
Massach ussetts sovereignty
Thomas Helper

Limited View of

Peace Presented
V

conf fromh 2
symposium we can afford to
make Henry Kissinger the keynote

speaker

can t remember

I

would disagree with very much
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and even then only in
rnoderation5
But

dont get me wrong

committee members I have been
inspired I will keep writing letters
to my Congresspersons urging
them to ratify SALT right up
until the day that my generation
does indeed end history
Wall Vanderbush
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by Eric Johnson
h has been six years now since
President Nixdn resigned claiming
in one of the classic understatements of all time that his political
base in congress had eroded too
far for effective leadership Currently Watergate has receded from
the public consciousness along
with memories of Spiro Agnew
the Oil Embargo of 1973 and the
Ford Presidency
The cast of characters comes to
mind a little slower these days
Cofeon Uddy Hakleman and
Erlichman Sirica Sam Ervin Bebe
Rebozo what a name Magruder
t
l
and so on And it s getting naraer
to remember the intricate chain of
events too Lets see Stans got
the money to the Committee then
Magruder authorized Uddy to
No wait maybe it was Colsonor
was it Mitchell No it could have
been
LI
I
J
uiui m yrzsyt auw
in UK riouiii
x
involved
in the scandal one
events
name will continue to be reJohn
membered at Wooster
Dean presidential counsel from
1970- 73 and Wooster graduate
class of 1961 Next to Nixon Dean
was probably the most visible
villainous figure in the scandal Not
only was he privy to the plans of
a

harassment but he was instrumental in covering up evidence
and obstructing the criminal and
legislative investigations serving as
Nixons top man in keeping the
cover- up running smoothly As
Nixon himself put it Dean plugged
his finger in the dykes every time
mat leaks have sprung here and
sprung there Dutch Boy of- the
White House so to speak
As the deception began to
collapse Dean Jumped ship or
received a quick dose of ethical
values deoendina on how vou
look at it and turned informant
His testimony before the Senate

Select Watergate

Committee

implicated the President in the
cover- up and rocKea me country
For five days the scholarly- looking
lawyer recalled with impressive
accuracy and consistency the
Watergate incidents to the Ervin
Committee and a national television audience

The Five Year Plan

The results of Deans testimony
were momentous He yanked his
fingers from the dykes and they
Nixon
crumbled in another year
was forced to resign Watergates
general impact on the country was
more profound creating a postWatergate morality
in some
encouraging an excess of cynicism
in others
and generating an
apathy towards politics among
many of us
Most of the Watergate personalities both conspirators and investigators seem larger than life and
historical but John Dean is a
special case He went here specifically he transfered after doing his
He
first two years at Colgate
joined fifth section He wrote an
IS which disappeared before he
became notorious Ironically it was
on the Ethical Responsibilities of
Political Novelists how they should
be careful in creating public
cynicism towards the American

General and- became Presidential
Counsel in 1970 Not bad for a
man of 31
Infamy came even more quickly
In September of 1974 Dean
entered prison for obstructing
justice and defrauding the US He
served four months of a onetof- our
year sentence in the Lompoc

government
Deans classmates remember
him as a personable ivy league-

Blacks

ish type who usually kept his own
counsel He was a nice enough
guy says David Hartley another
61 grad who now edits the travel
section of Sunset magazine but
he sure wasnt deeply involved
with the people or the programs
Many of Deans weekends were
spent in Washington visiting Karla
Hennings daughter of former
Senator Hennings of Missouri
They were later married and
divorced

way to success
And success came quickly After
Wooster he did graduate work at
American University earned a law
degree from Georgetown served
as Chief Minority Counsel for the
House Judiciary Committee was

Deputy

Associate

California

Attorney

minimum security

country club Four months at hard
tennis no doubt
Following all this Dean wrote his
version of the Watergate events
Blind Ambition which became a
best- seller He even wrote some
pieces for Rolling Stone reporting
former Secretary of Agriculture
Earl Butes racist remark that

desire only three

their

The policy of ihe new American
imperialism was stated by
President Carter on his comment
on the Iranian Iraqui war Actually
this comment was a repetition of
his speech in the House oF
Representatives on Jan 23 An
attempt by any outside force to
gain control of the Persian Gulf
Roger region wilPbe regarded as an
Another classmate
assault on the vital interests of the
McManus a lawyer in Wisconsin
recalls Dean as a preppie He was United States of America The
one of those- guys who would wear term vital interests was the
chinos white tennis shoes and no excuse used by Hitler when he
socks Deans old roommate Jim bombed Europe He claimed this
Stewart recalls how John was his Germany had the necessity of
the vital inter eststhe vital area
always talking about Brooks
that is important for Germany on
Brothers He liked good clothes
Hitler Mein Karnpf
Eight inches of snow on the this planet
ground and everybody bundled up Vol B chapter 14 Hitlers
vision was very big and
and John would have on a Harris
unrestrainedly
dissatisfied Hitler
open
an
and
sportcoat
tweed
himself declared at the end of his
shirt
Hartley McManus and Stewart book and in his speeches In the
all agree that Dean seemed to present times where the human
know where he was going He races have been disintegrated a
already had a foot somewhere country that protects the highest
else says Hartley College was qualities of its own race should
just something he had to do on the one day dominate all over the

movements arose against
internal elites
secondly we disagree about
i
wona as
theology I see tne
evolving capable of change transformable like a caterpillar to a
butterfly Sperice sees the world as
basically evil a world of inherent
which has caused
imperfection
He
man fcirl to he avaricious
says it is the faults of Gods
rreatinn which have caused death
and enslavement for millions To
me the world is limited finite and
tragic But it is not immutably
tragic The vision of a world where
swords are turned into plowshares
stands at the heart of religious faith
as I understand it For those who
wish to talk about that in more
detail I would be more than willing
to discuss it without forcing thai
discussion on other readers for
whom neither position matters
makes sense Suffice it to say r
don t blame the world s violence
on God
Thirdly regarding Moral Majority and other right- wing religious
movements in this election year
1

1

my disagreement is not that people
these views have gotten
involved in the democratic process
but that they claim absolute
authority for their claims I do not
argue as perhaps I failed to make
clear that the church should keep
its nose out of politics Because
politics is the art of the possible and
the process for deciding how we
govern our daily life and religion
has to do with lifes quality they
are not totally separable Mr
Spence is correct that I denounced
the Vietnam War I continue now
to take politics seriously The
difference lies in what we each
stand for and the way m which we
think we should enter into the
political process The involvement
of those of us who were opposed
to the Vietnam War was not
sectarian Our participation in the
democratic process was in concert
with people of all religious or
with

non-

religious persuasion

chairman paying this
2000 to come talk

level

rationalize wrongdoing as a
necessary step to success

ex-

convict

h would be tempting to unload
on Dean when he comes to really
blast him for his transgressions
But rather than castigating and
crucifying him for what he did we
at Wooster could realize our
similarities to him realize how each
of us does wrong and why- John
Dean is not just anotner oaa guy m
the history books
He went to Wooster he is one of
us

Mainly because I think we can
learn much from John Dean First
the lecture could stimulate some
serious discussion of Watergate as
history We all lived through it we
all remember it But the events are
far enough in the pastlo be objectively examined There is a definite
interest in the lecture on campus
and there are many questions and
theories to be dsfeussed regarding
the causes of Watergate and its
effects on the nation

The Internationalist

by AIds Papademetrious

Swords into Plowshares
cant from p 4

Secondly on a more personal
Dean raises some ethical
questions for all of us Although I
poked fun at the Blind Ambition
address earlier I honestly think it is
a worthwhile subject Deans life
demonstrates how readily someone from Wooster one of us
could become involved in ethical
misconduct Just bending the rules
here and stretching the truth there
can add up to blatant illegality And
like Dean its easy for us to

things Im not going to mention
them here
For the past several years Dean
has lectured on the topic of Band
Ambition
Tin really sorry 1
guess I was too success oriented
That will be 2500 phis expenses
thank- you In fact he will speak of
his misdeeds here on October 30
at 8 pm in McGaw
Now why is the Speakers and
Topics Committee of the Student
Activities Board of which I am

co-

5

some churches and the World
Council of Churches were wont to
provide sustenance to terrorists
the real evidence is that those
churches and the World Council
did two things One they provided
money for humanitarian relief
medical supplies food etc for
people in areas where revolutionary groups held control No one
else was doing the job Two they
provided the funds which made it
possible for revolutionary groups
ZANU and ZAPU in Rhodesia
Zimbabwe for instance to come to
London for an extended period of
time for negotiations at a critical
point in the history of the struggle
for majority rule Not too bad arecord after all Perhaps even a
rather decent blending of realism
and idealism
v
WOOSTER

OHIO

Jill

M

who Hardesry a 1980 graduate of the

sought toN stop the fighting in Ohio State University has been
Vietnam If and when we claimed named Assistant Director of News
to be morally superior we certainly Services for The College of
Wooster
deserved to be chastised
that
charge
the
Finally as to

nuclear balance with the USSR
the aligned governments should
support greater amounts of
expenses for nuclear armament
New York Trnes 231980
tin oiner wuiuJ T1
i ne iwu superpowers fight for their own
sovereignty and superiority The
defense budget of the US has
reached the record amount of 158
billion dollars The armament
industry is happy because profits
have increased sharply The small
countries should support the extra
expenses One more time the
small countries should sacrifice
their social programs on the altar
of the nuclear armament race
because the American imperialists
want to protect their vital
interests One more time the
poor should become poorer and
the rich and powerful richer and

earth That gives the meaning to
the term vital interests the
country should conquet places
and exterminate millions of people
in order to satisfy not only its vital
interests but also its thirst for
power and gain
And now Carter has the same
doctrine The vital area of the
USA is not only limited to the
American continent but extended
thousands of miles away A
doctrine that gives the right to
the Soviet Union to answer to the
American challenge that the
Persian Gulf is much closer to the
Soviet Union and thus the USSR
is more excused in protecting its
riahts over the Gun Of course a0
these are word games The cruet
reality is that the vital area of the
superpowers has no limits since
their own interests are without
limits as well
To all these the imperialists
provide a metaphysical explana-

1

I

more powerful
My country Greece of course
must support the plans of the

American imperialistic ideology
since the US as an ally has given to
us democracy help national
sovereignty and our national
rights Is it worthy to sacrifice our
social development for an ally like

tion Hitler proclaimed Germany
should keep for historys name its
holy mission and as the best
human race on the earth we have
and
the highest obligations
we should complete the
thus

a
actions that God asked us to the US who supported
country
dictatorship
in
our
complete But Hitler was ot the
first
Much earlier American created thousands of Greek
idealists had declared
The Cypriot refugees has military
establishment of the United States bases on our country has
of America is a plan of God interfered in our political life and
predestinated to enlighten and has supported invasions and plots
John against the national and popular
guide enslaved humanity
Even
after
1765
the interests of Greece Those are
Adams
horrible application of the Divine questions that many small allied
mission of Nazism President countries ask and the USA must
Truman did not hesitate to return be sure that the answer is NO
The day that an the small
to the same doctrine by declaring
Finally the US has accepted the xrountries will say the big no to
role of the leader that God asked American imperialism is not far off
us since the past generations to The US wiU learn very soon that
vital interests
cannot
undertake How was it possible their
for the kind Americans not to prevail against the national
sovereignty of the smaU countries
accept Gods wffl
Persian Gulf or any other part
The proclamation that the US The
1
i
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is a country which supports
imperialists
can do
where
the
reality
from
is
rights
far
human
The New York Tones of Jan 20 whatever they want The people of
the fighters of
1980 wrote
the fight against the Vietnam
Soviet power means that we the Nicaragua the revolutionists of
Salvador and people from other
USA have to cooperate with countries
have already refused the
regimes
anti- democratic
and
imperialistic
neodoctrines of the
also the American interest for
Afghanistan has nothing to do with usA
the freedom in this country The
American foreign policy created a
1 x Cub wiU be featured guest
new plan to oppose the new at a fireside chat in the Douglass
imperialism
Harold Brown lounge next Wednesday at 9 pm
declared in order to maintain the I
1
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Neighbors

Most Woosterians Enjoy Their College Student
by Timothy E Spence
Townspeople living near college
dormitories arid houses find their

student neighbors to be

everything from great to at
times terribly noisy according to
local residents
A door to- door survey recently
conducted by the Voice indicates
that whereas most residents who
live adjacent to college housing
facilities have little or no trouble
with students there are those who
have found students to be a
continuing problem
Roger Bonewit of 1212 N Bever
I
says of his college neighbors

just love them

Im most

appreciative of them
Mr Bonewit who lives next to
Dunn House says he gets no
from either Dunn or
noise
Kenarden Lodge
Im not saying theyre angels
but I have no troubles with
them said Mr Bonewit

Another

N

Bever Street

resident who asked not to be
named said she has never had any
with students
real troubles
Everything is very pleasant here
The kids are great We really dont
know theyre here the woman
said
She added however that she is
sometimes disturbed by noise in
the spring when there is some
partying
Marjorie Kerr who has just
recently rented her home at 1114
N Bever said she has had no
problems with trash or vandalism
and that there is never really any
noise
Max Long 735 College Ave
says he has no problems living
near the several houses located on

the south side of campus other
than some occasional trash on his
front lawn
Mrs Caroline Kardos of 327
Pearl said in reference to her
student neighbors On the whole
theyre not too bad

Mrs

Kardos stated she

sometimes has been unable to
move her automobile from her
drive as college students often
block her street access she said
Mrs Helen Compton Graham
says she is very happy where she
is Mrs Grahams house is located
next to Crandall and she said that
in the seven years she has rented
the house from the College she
has had no problems with noise
only five times
I find them a delightful group I
love the actKitv Mrs Graham
said of her Crandall neighbors
Mrs Grahamsaid Crandall held
a party for its neighbors two weeks

and that she does not like to see
students leave for break
Weve been here almost 12
years Weve had some problems
but I often wonder if they are any
different than other neighbor

Phyllis
problems
said Mrs
Maley 751 College
When she has problems with
noise from a campus house Mrs
Maley says she calls the house and
that students usually cooperate
She said that there have been
times when she has had to call
College Security for serious noise
problems
Mrs Maley said the worst
problem in her neighborhood is
parking When student vehicles

by Karen McCartney

Late one night as I walked
across campus a suspicious group
of beinglapproached me They
commurijated in high raspy voices
and carriea strange weapons that
resembled hair dryers Their dress
was outlandish with what looked
like towels draped over their
heads bathrobes flapping over
their jeans and seemingly a black
plastic garbage bag over the head
of one creature
My heart skipped a beat Was
this a band of Arabian space
invaders Then in the gtbw of a
lamp I recognized one being as a
freshman from my home town
I
asked in
Who are you

UN FLOAT
be here soon

amazement Were the Kenarden
Raiders they replied What are
you doing I could not help but
ask Were studying for a test
they answered
Any student here at Wooster
can understand the simple fact that
the pressure involved in a tenweek quarter can drive a person
crazy After my close encounter
with the Kenarden Raiders however I began to explore the ways
people cope with academic and
social tensions here
I found first of all that students
reacted strangely to my questions
They often began with answers not
fit to print Do what with peanut
Or they answered sarbutter
castically I personally have spent
years learning how Mo handle
despair and pessimism one student told me solemnly At this his
companions broke into laughter
I have broken my research into
several categories First I found the
screamers As one said I am a
film believer in the primal scream
This is not an unfamiliar phenomenon here at Wooster Who has
not heard a long drawn out wail
floating across the evening air
around midterms time What I

o
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are parked on residential streets
Mrs Maley said that visitors to her
home sometimes have difficulty
finding parking space
The College Ave resident also
expressed a concern that the
property value of her neighborhood has probably decreased due
to the influx of college houses on
her street in recent years Mrs
Maley said most of the homes
were private when she and her
family moved into the neighborhood
While most residents who five
near College housing facilities
have little trouble with students
two townspeople have had
recurrent problems with their
transcient neighbors
Ted and Sharon Burrowes who
live on College Ave across from
Crandall House said that though
they have never had any trouble
with students vandalizing or

on Elegant Setting
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However many of the houses on
the block College between Pearl
and Pine were privately owned
cont on p 9

paint pictures A few get
poetry
to work because of lbe old cliche
I work best under pressure This
lyic iiay wen ptA4ogw
constructive ways such as cleaning
their room or doing their laundry
So what do you call crazy
think of as
My final category
oldies but goodies These are some
favorite
release techniques of
Wooster students doing something athletic especially running
eating and sleeping in large

by C Clara Neteon
Kappa Phi Sigma better known
as Crandall House is the largest
and only coed section on campus
Twenty- eight male members livein
the uniquely styled white house on
College Ave In all there are some
sixty dues- paying members
To those who are not familiar
withthe house which was once a
hospital and is on the historical
house list it has undergone some
external changes Besides the
fresh coat of paint courtesy of the
the members
service building
themselves re- vamped the
outside of Crandall The members
fit

i-

tlt
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weeded the yard re- edged the
sidewalk and walkway leading to
the house It has also been
suggested to the administration
that they let the section members
tend to any repairs inside as well
There is one noticeable inside
change Mike Riffey Riffey is the
small house co- ordinator which
includes being director of
Crandall This is the first year that
this has been done He feels the
members are good people and is
oninnnnrr Ynnno in the hruiv
Jeff Mclntire president of the
section feels that the people who
T
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showing excessive

quantities

emotion in the way of crying
tantrums giggling expletives and
complaining and last but not least
going crazy getting hyper freaking
out acting weird going bananas
spacing out

Crandall House Expands Activities to
Soccer League and Volunteer Work

1

Restaurants

0

wanting students around

at

darts

l

l Reservation Rec

security officers does little to
alleviate noise problems as noise
usually augments from a college
house after security personnel
leave Mrs Burrowes indicated
Mrs Burrowes said she and her
family moved to their home
knowing it was a college area and

textbooks
In the quiet cultured category we
have students who play mellow
music read a book take hot baths
write letters play the piano write

oo
in

assistance from

requesting

found most unsettling however
was when one student offered to
demonstrate his screaming technique and proceeded to do so In
the middle of the dining hall during
dinner time
The second category are the
wild Woosterites They resort to
wrestling with roommates acorn
fights in the library loud music
playing space invaders drinking to
get drunk and battles of any kind
from Ptingles to hand lotion I have
known people to play frisbee in the

O

o

trashing their lot there is a serious
noise problem
Weve
Said Mrs Burrowes
lived here for 10 years and weVe
fought it the noise for 10 years It
still involves calling security three
or four times a week
Campus security has been very
Burrowes said
helpful Mrs
However
she reported that

Wooster Madness Manifest in Bizarre Behavior
or

Watch for the

it will

ago which she believes was an
excellent step toward establishing
between
good relations
the
College and community
Mrs Graham added that it is
too quiet in the summer for her

West Liberty St

WOOSTEH

13

a

Grumbacher Art Supplies
Portable Service and Repair
N MARKET WOOSTER

OHIO

HON

2S4- 120O
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Pfeiffer Invigorates German Dept
oy ousan nera
When Frau Pfeiffer says that she
feels he has a broad enough

background in the useoft- he
German language to bring a great
deal to a German class she isnt

speaking lightly Though she is not
trained in the actual teaching of
the German language her work in
the field of German study
translation and culture and her
work in history and in teaching
certainly provide for a broad
background with which to teach
A double major in history and
German at Goshen College in
Indiana as a result of a fairly
impulsive jurrip into German
during Pfeiffers sophomore year
led her to study in Marburg for two

uears one through a Goshen
program and one as an au paire to
a local family bhe then went on to
Ho araduate work in history at
Michigan State where she fulfilled

hfr

nnn-

htstorv

requirement

through the study of German
poetry and drama and worked as
a rocoar- ch assistant for a
professor helping in Jhe
translation of works on Medieval
saints from German to bnglish
Pforffor also worked as a
leaching fellow for five semesters

while at Michigan State

Apparently this position is like
that of a teacher but with faculty
supervision since teaching fellows

lead smaller groups from
monstrous classes of 400

students and are responsible for
grading the papers and exams
within these groups
After graduate school Pfeiffer
worked in the Clemmens Library
of American History in Ann Arbor
Michigan as an archivist filling the
requests of geneology bugs
sorting and cataloguing some of
theTetters and documents which
came into the library and
translating German documents
which were received on the
Revolutionary War period
In 1973 she then went to
Tubingen Germany to work on
her dissertation for her PhD Due
to her interest in minorities and
persecution and an interest in
early modern German history she
chose the unusual topic of
witchcraft in 16th century
Germany For the next three
years she worked in the Tubingen

library deciphering
16th century script from court
documents and commuting to the
subject of her study the small
town of RotweU
In 1974 she married Charlie
Pfeiffer who taught English as a
second language in a local school
and was also working on his
dissertation During the rest of
their stay in Germany they were
totally immersed in the German
culture dealing with income taxes
going through the
shopping
preparations for their first hild
and becoming accepted members
of a small German town
University

Then in 1976 they returned to
the US and became residents of
Wooster Since they now had two
children and two Doctoral
dissertations between them
Charlies dissertation with its more
stringent deadlines was to be
finished first and witchcraft was
aside for a few years
Parenting
music photography
and occasional translation as well
as time taken to explore the Amish
community of Holmes County
pretty much filled Pfeiffers
7
schedule
Spring
members
of
Then last
the German department whom
she had come to know quite well
over the past few years
encouraged her to take a part time
position opening up at the college
Pfeiffer- still sounds surprised at
the speed with which she found
herself actually filling the position
She will be grading the German
III papers and tests of students on
the Goethe Institute program
among other things She also has a
fascinating background in the use
of the German language in
translation historical research
and most importantly through
day to day existence in German
culture to bring to her other
students Although she does admit
to some difficulties in explaining
the complexities of GermanI
grammar to them she does enjoy
this new work in the German
language

set

FOR FREE COOKIES and coffee wed give blood any day Photo
by Rodger Pelaqalli

Symposium Evades Call to Individual
cont from p 2
to the individual Christian or
I felt
like the
Christian
grassroots level of the whole issue
call

non-

was being glossed over by a lot of
impressive facts figures and
political jargon
In spite of a slight disappointment in some of the main events
the workshops were a bit more
enlightening and personal During
the workshop period it was
possible to ask where do we go
what is our next
from here
step and get some encouragement information and feedback
from the people The movies
shown throughout the weekend
were powerful disturbing and
t
moving
On the whole the symposium
ran smoothly and gave one a good
general idea of the PEACE
situation in the world and the
desperate need of people and the
church to take some form of
action The missing ingredient

Students Spbnsor Greek Festivities
ty Alkis Papademetrious
A very interesting symposium
has been taking place every week
since the beginning of the school
year
Greece an Interdisciis dedicated
plinary Odyssey
to the more or less first 5000 years
of Greece Lectures began by
examining the origins of Greece
around 3000 years BC and they
will end with the Contemporary
Scene a lecture given by the
Campus Greek Community focusing on todays life in Greece
x This last lecture wiD be followed
by other events which will try to

provide for the Wooster communi
r
ty a more complete picture oi
contemporary Greece
The activities will start Oct 23
and go through Nov 1 Besides the
lecture there will be an opening Jn
the Andrews Library dedicated to
the Greek poets Seferis and Elytis
who won the NobeL Prize in

literature

Monday Oct 27 and exhibition
of folk Greek art will take place in
Babcock International House from
6 to 10 pm The people who will
visit wiD be able to taste free of
charge the Greek delicatessen

Crandall House Expands Activities to
Soccer League and Volunteer Work
cont from p 6
live in the houseiake pride in it He
thinks that one reason their
parties reach such a cross- section
of the campus is because the
atmosphere of the house is more
inviting than a cinder- block
lounge
This year as Bob Nelander
Crandalls RA put it The
house is involved in more section
type activities One example is
the inter- section soccer league

These games have proved popular

among members
Each Tuesday night volunteers
from Crandall go to Apple Creek
a state institution for the mentally
ill
While at the development
center the volunteers meet with
patients and interact through
n4 rthor a- tiuttifS The
MK
CUtlC9Ka1s4
lie annual
i jr
Tivrus

vn

1

cookoutr Families from 4he

neighborhood were invited to the
frorttlawn barbeque The turn- out
was good and it proved fun for allO
Crandalls popularity has been
growing and Jared McKee a
house member sees a continua f
Thehpu6e iscurrentlytiori of

tis

on social probation due to poor
community relations last year
during rush week The section was
enthusiastic in pointing out the
uniqueness Of their pledge week
Unlike other sections would- be
members are not required to
participate in rush activities some
of these include soft ball games
cookouts and a meeting
concerning peer pressure The
dues are also comparably lower
than those of other sections
According to Mclntire Crandall

an open

House provides

environment for all different kinds
of people

Haluas served with rich Greek
coffee

October 28th is the Greek
National Holiday dedicated to the
denial of thf Greek people to
surrender to the oppressive forces
of fascist Italy in the second world
war A professional dancing group
will perform Greek dances at 8 pm
House Free
in Babcock Int
Baklavas and other Greek delicacies will be served to the
people attending
A slide show is the event of Oct
29 again taking place in Babcock
at 930 Free delicasies will be
served as a complement to the
combination of a slide show with
contemporary Greek music
Greece is famous for her
kitchen The last activity of the
week will concern the art of Greek
Jood and it will include the famous
Greek
moussaka spanakopitta
salats with Greek desserts as the
highlights of the dinner
The Greeks of the campus invite
everybody from the College and
the Wooster community to participate in these activities We hope
we will able to represent our
country well even though we are
thousands of miles away We hope
to prove that although Greece
changes throughout the centuries
there is certainly a continuation in
our first 5000 years of history

Cedai Rcsra end
PA
j

however

Wooster Ohio 44691 YPhohet 216 264- 6263

in

Peace

the

Prescription was what Anwar
Barkat briefly menfioned the need
for a positive type of CONFLICT
a conflict that doesnt stifle the
individual but makes himher want
to go out and make a difference It
gecommunity
is easy to sit in a
a place apart and
talk about wanting peace and
believing in peace Yet it is
another matter tn arti lallu nrai- tiro
peacemaking hi ones own life and

in the community and to speak
out on those issues that directly
threaten world peace and ones
own life
I would urge people who felt
frustrated this weekend not to let
that frustration turn into bad
but direct it in a
energy
determination to find out more
about what they can do no matter
how small it might seem to learn
more about matters concerning
PEACE A Chinese sage once said
that the journey of 1000 miles
begins with a single step Lets go
in peace and take a step in the
right direction

C Clasper
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Business Makes the Rules Ignores Plight of Urban Poor
cont from p 1
Pohlmanns study focused on

the political
the Last point
position of the urban poor and it
examined the hypothesis that the
political power of local business
interest in Americas largest cities
are the most important force in
urban politics
Pohlmann said
In addition
political dependence of the urban
poor goes hand in hand with the
ever- diminishing avenues they face
for either social or economic
mobility As cities become stocked
with more and more poor people
the cities tax base falls and need
for more public services rises The
resulting economic burden pinches
the pocket books of those affluent
central city dwellers so that they

to whom the city owed the most
money agreed to make a deal with
the city if Kucinich would sign a
resolution promising to sell Municipal Light Company which was
dwarfed by privately owned Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company CEI and had run up a 40
million deficit trying to provide
cheaper power than CEI and
prevent a monopoly Pohlmann
explained
Pohlmann added that Kucinich
refused the deal because he
realized that Cleveland Trust Bank
was one of CEIs biggest stock
holders and so on December
151978 Cleveland became the
first major city to go default since

eventually flee from the city
Pohlmann explained As a result
the economic future of cities has
come to hinge on the fate of their
largest private corporations he
added Pohlmann looked at what
happened as a result of such
corporate power Sn both Cleveland
and New York City
For instance he noted that in
Cleveland by 1978 both the city
and county gross debts exceeded
400 per resident During the citys
fall the attitude of maverickpopulist Mayor Dennis Kucinick
dearly set the battle lines between
the city and the citys banks who
refused to renegotiate the citys
debt In his attack Kucinich
declared that the banks must be
brought under public control
Pohlmann reported
In time Cleveland Trust Bank

And Perspective in Politics of Peace

exploitation

and ardent

individualism These he points
out end up forming a dangerous
sense of innocence and outrage
realized through a crisis
such as that in Iran that our past
and perhaps our present actions

when

it is

Flair Travel

Consultants
346 E BOWMAN ST
For Your Convenience
Just off the College Campus

Book Now for
Thanksgiving and
Christmas

are not as uniquely moral as we
would like to believe them
Geyer did remind us of those
qualities which he sees as
springing from the deep cultural
and societal roots of our country
those of political humor which
attacks the self righteous honest
questioning without which such
movements as the Ku Klux Klan
craze of the 20s the anti- social
welfare movement of the 30s
McCarthyism of the 50s and the
John Birch societies of the 60s
would have taken very different
courses Geyer did restrict this
optimism however commenting
on some of the contributions of the
radical right the pseudointellectualism
the mass media
manipulation the think tanks and
other modern conveniences which
have made such organizations
much

dangerous and

more

powerful
He called for a need for
reflection for honest doubt and
for long range planning reminding
his audience that the dream of
peace can be strongly rooted in
our own national heritage that
energy can be turned from works
of war to works of peace and
concluding that threats of mutual
terror cannot save planet earth

WASHINGTON D C CPS
For the 17th straight yeaK average
Scholastic Aotitude Test SAT
scores have dropped according to
la new report trom tne couege

CALL
264-

I

I
cont- from
trouble of our own making said
Bettelheim
Bettelheim pointed out that the
family was created out of economic necessity Every member of
the family once contributed to their
living Each knew ts or her own
worth Today children are judged
by their performance in school an
institution which always leaves a
child with a destructive nagging
doubt I could have studied more
there is always something else to
be done
Once everything important was
learned from a parent Bettelheim
Admiration and respect
said
came from seeing what a parent
could do and do welL He adds
that all the Bible requests of
children is that they honor their
parents Today parents too often
expect love Once the family
supported the self- love of both
children and parents through the
teaching
learning contributing

6505

Examination

Entrance

Registered Ohio Travel Agent

Board

which helps administer the tests

TA0305

Friday Happy Hour 400with Live Entertainment

Friday Night 900-

600

conr from

1

that the US should approach the
USSR with a proposal for a three
he
year nuclear moratorium
emphasized the need to reimplement
the principles of

complete

and general

dis-

armament something he terms
utopian but realistic
In the light of the disintegration
the
of the SALT II talks

breathing space for broken down
relations between the US and
Critical of SALT II
Russia

Barnet termed its

main

weakness its undefined goals He
explained that its terms were
contradictory that a case of joint
arms management assumes it is
possible for both parties to agree
not to make weapons Barnet

the invasion off
Afghanistan by the Soviets as a
violation of the defacto rules of
detente Detente meant that the
USSR was free to intervene in
those parts of the world which it

had occupied since WW II In
addition the US was free to

100

Jazz

RocknR-

Saturday Night 900- 100

Dane to Gtimn Miller tiat King Cote The Beach Boy

process Children did not need
feel guilty or obligated to parents
for what they were given They
assumed that eventually they
would care for their parents thus
cancelling debts which make the
modem child feel guilty far into
adulthood
These problems of guilt and selfdoubt bring us to Bettelheims final
psychological treatment of difficulties brought on by expectations
A youngster
Bettelheim said
tz
11
J
umseu
neeus
loina
sen- aouuis ana aemonsiraie mai
he is a worthwhile human being
He will have times of turmoil and
dark moods Once we could have
sent a youth to sea of said Go
west young man now parents
have an attitude of worry doubt
Parents expect
and criticism
children to be smarter than they
1

IX

T

are which erodes childrens
respect
Parents

are often dissatisfied
They permit

with their children

project its military power in any
part of the world outside of that

area leading to the US
establishment of bases around
those areas from which the US
could be attacked
Stating that the objective of the
Soviets is to remove the clear
inequality in the use of military
Barnet said that the
power
Soviets want symbolic parity as
would be provided by SALT II
which is viewed by Russia as a
negotiations
Hence
detente
between the US and Russia must
start now Barnet urged his
audience not to wait until the
ground rules are changed but to
go with the support of the world
community to make clear simple
rules
Believing that the national
security and strength of the USSR
reside in its economy and people
Barnet stated that it is the
commitment of the US people to
peace which is keepingthe USSR
at bay in its actions toward the US
This strength is undermined
however by the dis investing in the

HAIRCUTS
FOR
MEN WOMEN

oll

with Joe and Rich
Oldies Request Show
over 8000 tunes from the 1930s to the 1970s

Pohlmann said
Pohlmanns story of New York
City is similar to that of Cleveland

STYLING

with The Monks Band
Blues

ultimately make the
But he added there are
likely to be an increasing number
of such mayors like Clevelands
Kucinich riding to power on waves
of class frustration Only at some
point he concluded There will
be no defeating them1
gold
rules

i

will

Self-

Doubts

children to do what they want
then are anxious The children
then feel that there is something
wrong with themselves and as
Bettelheim said Someone who
makes you feel guilty or Dad about
yourself can not be loved He also
said that parents are unreasonable
when they tell children no and
expect them to agree You cant
expect children to fike what is
imposed on them
In conclusion Bettelheim asked
cstljn What makes for a
i

j

this saying Most importantly we
must realize thatit is impossible for
human existence to be happy all
the time A family is happy when
they are glad that they have these
parents and these children compared to all others A family is for
a parent to uplift you when you ire
said Bettelheim
downtrodden
Parents you need when you feel
miserable That is the gift we can
give today and expect no more

Calls for Positive US Vision
Barnet
USs
p

explained

HOMECOMING WEEKEND
AT ICHABODS

To Pohlmann what happened
and New York City
proves that The person with the
in Cleveland

take over city government

Peace Symposium

moratorium would allow

w

private business corporations
there

and
Suffer
Guilt
Children
p
to

Church Must Overcome Sentimentality

cant from p 4
qualities are
responsible
and
there he continued Last but not
least a good number of conflicts
which have arisen over the years
have been directly due to religious
disagreements a definite negative
in religious involvement in
peacemaking as Geyer ruefully
points out
Geyer as one with close ties to
religious beliefs also looked at the
American perspective commenting on certain attitudes of moral
uniqueness and self righteousness which combine with other
attitudes of materialism legalism
excessive sexual morality and

with the public in the end losing
out on jobs servicies and money
as a result of a policy which was
supposed to save the city and
serve the public but instead was
shaped around the interest of

the depression Pohlmann said
But in response instead of forcing
the city into bancruptcy the banks
did not collect and further increased their subordination over
the city
Since the default Cleveland has
elected a new major and is
presently awaiting approval of a
Financial
Plan which includes
emergency loans
But further
demands on the city have caused
current Mayor Voinovich to Wast
the bankers for not giving the city a
break and accuse them of trying to

economy as illustrated by the
guns and butter
approach
Barnet stated that the private
economy is undermined for if
were taxed in order to build a big
Pentagon then we wont havethe
private capital for research and
managerial skills
which are
necessary for storing the strength
of our country
Calling for a positive vision for
America whkhis strong Barnet
views the 80s as an opportunity to
turn aside from a national security
which has failed and turn instead
to a national security for a world
growing into unity

The SAB Film Committee will
be showing La Cage A ux Folles onl
Thursday Friday and Saturday
Oct 23 24 25
La Cage aux Folles is the name
of a transvestite night club run by a
pair of aging homosexuals one of
whom has a son The son who
was raised by this unorthodox
couple is eager to get married But
his fiances father is the Chief of
the Department of Morals and not
likely to approve of his new in
laws
i
The movie will be shown in
Mat eer Auditorium each night at 7
and 930 pm Admission is 1 Any
Contact Adrienne
questions
Sauro Box 2605 ext 444
THE

POT

262- 3166
418 N MARKET

orv

PARTSHOP

in ih Coitaaa Hilli

Mom

Siwnont camar
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PhotoPinion
Is Nuclear Warfare Inevitable

Speakers during the peace services Nuclear confrontation
Symposium last weekend between Third World countries

Interviews by Diana Troyer Photos by Rodger Pelagalli
II

L
tit

1

stressed the reality of nuclear and ultimately the United States
warfare at Nagasaki and and Soviet Union can be avoided
Hiroshima as weU as the peaceful but will it Students who attended
options to war in a series of varied symposium events were asked
Will our generation be involved in
lectures slide shows and worship
a nuclear war

rt

iv

i

Classified Ads
Services

1

Ok

Doug Clewett junior

j

Ti

John Murphy freshman

ve been socialized to view
war as inevitable to accept
indiscriminate mass killings If
something isnt done there will be
nuclear warfare xmi a small scale
within 30 years probably in the
Middle East
vVe

Dan McKenty junior
Nuclear conflict can be
avoided but probably wont be
But we should still try to avoid it
How Bloomfield suggested in his
lecture that the individual can play
a part in the efforts to resolve
nuclear conflict by contacting his
Congressman urging him to
continue humanitarian aid to the
Third Work countries rather than
supplying them with weapons

A small scale nuclear war is
inevitable I think were too far
gone The arms race and nuclear
war is frightening to some people
others dont know much about it
and others dont want to know

about it

Akron Womens
ABORTION
Clinic offers safe personalized
and confidential abortions up
through 15 weeks Birth Control

Clinic Lowest Fees ADC
accepted 513 West Market St

Eric Pearson senior

Will we be involved in a nuclear

Theres a real good chance of
Im scared of it It would start off

war
it

as a limited war probably in the
Middle East Is there any chance
for world peace Only if we get rid
of atomic weapons

CaD toll free

1-

800362

9150

Wanted Responsible young adult
to share apartment Male female
or couple Can 264- 2093
CONTACT LENS WEARERS
Save on brand name hard or soft
lens supplies Send or free
illustrated catalog Contact Lens
Supplies Box 7453 Phoenix
Arizona 8501 L

Laura Elder junior
If

Ginny Lou Shew junior
Stalemates between nation
the failure of Salt II and knowinc
the nature of man makes me think
that well be involved in a nuclear
war m our generation out
negotiations must not break down
completely between countries
Like Barnet saidr countries must

try to negotiate
disagreements

not

to solve
resort

to

warfare

the

arms

race

keeps

escalating we probably will be
involved in a nuclear war I hope
we wont be but Tm an Idealist
rather than a realist If enough
peopfe are made aware of the
alternatives to war theres hope

Ian Hartrick sophomore
There probably will not be a
nuclear exchange between the
great superpowers but there
could be between the Third World
powers who have not signed
treaties In troubled times we
must still actively work towards

Mhriam Rader sophomore
A small scale nuclear war is
frightening and possible in our
lifetime You cant ignore the facts
of nuclear proliferation and be
completely idealistic

Help Wanted
Addressers wanted rmmecnaieryr
no exp enence
Work at home
necessary excellent pay sWrite
1

National Service 9041 Mansfield
Suite 2004 Shreveport Louisiana
71118

Store Hours Fri 930 900

Sat 930 530
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Border Community Complains of Noise
cont from p 6

Genuine

too bad

when the Burrowes moved into
Associate Dean of Students
their College Ave home
Richard B Swegan said last week
I think that stereos are the key
he feels the concerns of the
to the problem Mrs Burrowes disturbed townspeople are
said She added alcohol can also 4 legitimate But he adds that it is
be a problem
difficult for his office to deal with
Mr Burrowes said he has been the complaints of residents about
awakened as late as 2- 30 in the studentreated noise problems
morning by disturbances from
Swegan said there needs to be
Students and that his wife has
sensitivity and awareness on the
been awakened as early as tour or part of the students
that
five by yelling in the street This
students need to become familiar
ai
ounvwe o niey with their neighbors and that the
concerns iiine n
have young children who are often
requests of security personnel
disturbed
concerning the reduction of noise
The Burrowes added that they need to be heeded better by
have noticed this x year some students
decrease in the noise and that
The Dean said Things have
students at Crandall have taken a been much better this year than in
greater interest in the area
the past Swegan added that
I
a r
J
t
Crandall House in particular has
rented a home near Crandall for attempted to better its relations
eight years is likewise disturbed by with its neighbors by hosting a
noise and occasionally by neighborhood party
inebriated students The man
Other than talking to students
cited examples of disturbing
about the problems they create
activities including rolling beer there is little which can be done to
kegs down Peart and drunkards solve the noise problem Swegan
running up and down the street
said save judicial actions which
The man did say that so far this were levied against Crandall last
year the problems have not been year
Hf

Sport Coats

tailored by
Clipper Mist

1

130 00
Unique in every way
because Harris

f
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Tweeds are hand
made The 100 wool
yarns are spun by
hand dyed by hand
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Scottish artisans of
the Hebrides Islands
v Even the patterns
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cherished for gerfera
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ADORN needs organizers to work with low and moderate
income families in 20 states JAR SO TX IA TN MO Fl CO

NV PA IA OK Ml AZ NC GA SC CA CT MA for political

Direct oction on neighborhood
taxes health care redlining etc
utility
rates
deterioration
Tangible results and enduring rewards- long hours and low
pay Training provided Contoct the Career Planning Office
for interview Jhurs OcK23 or write Kdye Jaeger ACORN
1 17 Spring
Syracuse NY 13208 315- 4760162
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Turnovers Place First Blot
A Tie on Scots Record
by Timothy E Spence

chalking up 326 yards to the
If you did not look at the score
you could say that the Fighting Red 250
Tomorrows Homecoming game
Scots were victorious over the Big
Red of Denison But statistics dont matches Wooster against Wittenberg a traditionally strong rival
declare the winner
Thev have a very good and
Last Saturday Wooster battled a
powerful Denison team to a 14- 14 very sound football team but they
conclusion giving the Scots their are young and inexperienced
first non- win of the season The said Hollman about the Tigers
Wittenberq lost 11 senior offen
Scots played well defense wise
but gave up quite a few balls to sive players last year leaving the
Denison and its all- American team with no superstars on the
line Hollman said
senior Clay Sampson
Morgan said Wittenberg will be
I think
we really did an
I
stronger detensive team tnan
a
defensively
exceptional job
thought it was going to take some Denison Morgan added that the
adjustment to the single wing Scots will work on their same
get men
offense which Denison coach defensive package and
tigers
the
ready
tally
for
Keith Piper has used successfully
Both coaches are concerned
for years but our defense did a
said Scot about the errors the team made at
superb job anyway
Granville last weekend Hollman
head coach Bob HoOman
Wooster was first and last to said that they were going to make
score in the game Both times Rick a concerted effort to eliminate
Leone ran the ball into1 the errors before tomorrows game
The game tomorrow afternoon
endzone while Kieth Anna added
begins
at 130 to be proceeded by
PATs
Parade and
After receiving the opening the Homecoming
Outstanding Senior awards
kickoff Wooster drove 82 yards
to score
onina throuah 20 Dlavs
Unfortunately that offensive workmanshiD was not to foretell the rest
of the game until Wooster was to
score a second time early in the
It looks like Wittenberg is again
fourth Quarter For the rest of the
OAC power house despite
an
game fumbles and an interception
virtually rebuilding the offense and
were to mire the Scots opportuni
five games played
ties to walk away with another defense With
have
had the time to
Twers
the
victory
problems
that often
the
out
iron
The interception resulted in
teams
inexperienced
plague
of
Denisons second touchdown
air
the second quarter when Sampson Wittenberg has taken to the
Kirby
quarterback
and
year
this
lobbed the ball to another Big Red
compiled
Dlaver crivinq Denison a 14- 7 Thompson has
hitting
42 of 69
stats
impressive
advantage over Wooster at the end
In the
percent
609
for
passes
first
half
of the
Ohio
against
half
second
Wooster returned the second
connected
he
week
last
Wesleyan
defensive
good
half to play a
190 yards
aame Defensive Coach Bob on eight of nine for
passing
Moraan reflectinq on the Denison
On the receiving end usually is
game said In the second half we
Lutz a junior from Troy
John
totally dominated the game defensively
It was a total team
defensive effort
Both Hollman and Morgan were
nlMud that the Scot defense held
Tight
fbmrnn who had a ooor offen II Cleveland Ohio
prevail
divisional
races
Ohio
as
Wooster
Overall
sive showing
outdid Denison in total offense Athletic Conference football
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WOOSTER SCOTS in scrum action against Kenyon Photo by Rodger PelagallL

Woo Football Comments Notes and Quotes
who has caught 14 passes for 270

yards
The Tigers leading rusher
Dana Williams 398 yards missed
Saturdays game with an ankle
injury and is questionable this
week According to OAQ stats
the game pits Woostejs number
two rated total defense and
Wittenbergs top ranked total
offense 3882
For Wooster To Win
Consistent offense is the key
said Scot coach Tom HoOman but
thats the way hes felt all season
We did an extremely fine job on
defense against Denison and I
have plenty of confidence in that
unit But we cant make the

mistakes we did last week six
fumbles four lost You dont do
those kinds of things and beat
Wittenberg
Wooster came up third this
week in the OAC rankings for total
offense with 3732 yards second in
rushing defense 1022 and tops m
pass defense 740
In terms of experience Hollman
contends Wooster has the edge
Our strength lies in our seniors
who give us the nucleus for a solid
experienced ball club Leading
the Wooster offense are seniors
Rich Leone who has rushed for
546 yards this season and Tim
Jackson who has caught 6 passes
for 178 yards and two

touchdowns
Saturday is tarnecomsig at
Wooster and Hollman would like
nothing better than to please the
large crowd The Fighting Scots
have not beaten Wittenberg since
1970 a forfeit and not on the field
since 1949 The series is even at
10- 101

Defensive
Injury Report
lineman Mike Barrett will be back
in the lineup for the Scots after
nursing a leg injury sustained
against Denison Center Bruce
Barrett no relation remains on
the list of doubtful starters for

Saturday

because

of torn

ligaments in his right foot

Oct per 11
OAG News Scores and Stats Through
one team
teams move into the second half of
the 1980 season Both the Blue
and Red Division races are

being
unfolding without
able to assume command of the
gridiron proceedings

Three teams undefeated m
conference play clutter the top of
the Blue Division standings
Affairs are only a bit clearer in Red
Division action with a pair of
unbeaten squads
The clog at the top of the Blue
Division standings between
Wittenberg 3- 0 in the division and
4- 1 overall Denison 2- 01
and 1
and Wooster 01 and 0- 1
should be loosened in the next two
weeks Wittenberg will be on
center stage both these weeks
with games this Saturday against
Wooster and the following week
versus Denison
Wittenberg will make the trip to
Wooster this week sporting the
conferences top offense The
Tigers are averaging a little better
than 388 yards per game picking
up 239 yards per contest on the
ground fifth in the league and 149
in the air third in the OAC
Defensively the Tigers are ranked
fourth in the loop giving up 262
yards a game
Woosters offensive strength is
its ground game ringing up an
average of 259 yards a game The
land forces are spearheaded by
senior tailback Rich Leone
Clarence NY Leone is third in
the OAC in rushing with a 1092
per game average and is also the
leagues top scorer with an 84
41-

DAVE MEANS heads for the finish in Saturdays race Photo by Rodger PelagallL

1

1-

game average on seven
touchdowns in five games The
Scot defense second in the
conference is relinquishing only
176 yards a game
Denison will be sitting back but
not necessarily relaxing Saturday
The Big Red is idle this week but
no doubt preparation has already
begun for the October 25 meeting
with Wittenberg in Springfield
Baldwin- Wallace having raced
to the top of the Red Division with
a 3- 0 mark takes a week off from
divisional play when it hosts
Westminster Saturday The
YeDow- Jackets 5- 0 overall are
being pursued by Mount Union
the only other undefeated team in
points

Red play

BLUE DIVISION
Muskingum 12
Capital 21
Wittenberg 37 Ohio Wesleyan 0
Ohio rterthern20Canisius7
DenisonM
Wooster 14
DIVISION
RED
v
Marietta 6
Kenyon 17
Baldwin- Wallace 41 Otterbein 3
Mount Union 27 Heidelberg 10
NON DIVISIONAL
Waynesburg 3
Westminster 7
Baldwin- Wallace 41 Otterbein 3
Mount Union 27 Heidelberg 10
Washington 7
Wabash 23
Oberfin 14
Grove City 16
Catholic 21
Duquesne 28

I
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Woo Spikers
Spike Two

Mens IM Standings
thru Tuesday Oct 14

waW

womens volleyball team defeated
both Owen Tech and Oberlin on
October 1 1 to raise their record to

V

86

The spikers won the first game
8 over Owen Tech with no
problems In the second game
however Owen Techs server
scored the first nine points
ignoring Woosters strategic timeouts and substitutions
We didnt play our game said
Coach Geri Knortz Their tough
servers enabled them to control
the style and pace of the game
Wooster never led the game at

A

35A

T

4 Harambee
5 7A

6 1A

15-

any point

andlost

15-

W
4
4

Football
I 6A
2 CrandaD

The College of Wooster

r7

r-

7 Douglass
8 Raputins
9 Immune System
10 Alpha Chi Arnold

r

3

Douglass Diggers
2 The Dealers
3 Armington- Army
4 7A
5 Oats
1

i

66A

I

3

1

3
2
2
2

1

2
2
4
4

0
0

04

L

6r
5

0

4
4
4
4
4
3
2
2
2

1

1
1

2
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
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7 Annex I
the final tie- treaking match
8 7AA
Wooster came back strongly to
9 1SAV
upset Owen Tech 15- 7
10 B Section
Against a much improved
in IM soccer Photo by
Oberlin Wooster was downed 15- IKARL NOVAK undefeated Douglass team dribbles by a Babcock defender
II EMS
1
12 1st Section
8 but they regained their Rodger Pelagalli
1
13 CrandaD
composure and defeated Oberlin
614 4A
15- 3 15- 6
0
6
15 Rossford Lounge
0
Coach Knortz was pleased with
Kris Leslies performance and also
W L J
Soccer
with junior Janie Ode
3 0 S
1 Crandafl
r
On October 15 the spiking
Wooster lost their first game of October 14 home on Cindy Ban- minute overtime period The Scot2
2 1st Section
Scotties will host Capital and the season in Ohio Athletic Memorial Field
2 1 0
ties dominated the overtime play
3 Oats
defending state champion Ohio Conference play to Denison This
Wittenberg started the game but could not score
4 Kenarden Filters 2 1 0
0
1
Northern Details of this loss dropped their season record with a lot of movement and hustle
The Scotties and the Tigers
5 Douglass
With 714 left in the first half the battled in a second overtime
1
encounter will be in the next to 6- 4
1
6 RAAdminFaculty
T
Voice
1
The 5- 0 score does not show the Tigers scored a goaj Wooster had period There was tension on the
7 Stevenson 23
weakness of Wooster or that trouble getting shots off against the field Neither team could score
0 1 Z
8 North End United
Junior Scotties
opponents defense firing only The soccer team the girls basketDenison is an unbeatable team
0 3 0
97A L
They were playing extremely seven shots on goal during the first ball team the junior varsity team 10 Babcock
0 30
Lose First Match
half The Scotties had several were on their feet cheering the
welt said Coach Terri Prodoehl
penalty comers but the Tiger stickers on
The junior varsity spikers
and we just had a bad day
CITY NEWS
under the direction of senior Dave
The Big Red offensive machine defense came off the One quickly
The game would be decided by
NEWSPAPERS
With 426 left in the 35 minute
Lewellen rematched Kent State
dominated the game and kept
penalty strokes against the respecMAGAZINES
Starke The home court Wooster away from the Denison second half senior Mary Vlahos tive goalies Wittenberg had the
PAPERBACKS
advantage did not help the goal At halftime Denison had drilled a beautiful shot into the right first shot Five players from each
SMOKERS SUPPLIES
only scored one goal but they ran side of the goal cage The assist l team shoot alternately The Tigers
Wooster team as they negotiated
GREETING CARDS
away with the game during the was made by Nancy Han on a
the best of five series with Kent
connected on two penalty shots
FRESH ROASTED NUTS
hand stop This was a new
Leanne Acton was tough on the second half
Mary Vlahos scored oa the final
r
GAG GIFTS
Well see them again at the offensive arrangement Wittenberg attempt for Wooster
serves for Woo but Wooster fell 0MINI DRUG LINE
4 3- 7 and 5- 11 The final score state tournament and if we play continued to look tough Wooster
After three overtimes Wooster
OpenZOays
well we can beat them stated was sharp but time ran out before
was 15- 7 Kents advantage
lost a tough game 3- 2 Their record
AM 10 PM
630
v
Prodoehl
game
another goal was scored
Kent Coach
v
In the second
for the season is now 6- 5
Charge and Visa
Master
There was a five minute break
quickly went up 9- 1 Wooster lost
The varsity field hockey team
262- 5151
135 S Market
before the teams started the ten
possession of the ball many times blayed the Wittenberg Tigers
almost twice as many times as
Kent Between 45- 11 and 6- 12
Wooster lost the ball nine times
while Kent lost control six times
I
Wooster could not use the serve
I
200 off any 16 I
CTN large
to their benefit
2- item or
x
Kent
In the third game
more pizza
Dominos Pizza thinks that 30
coupon
per
dominated the action Wooster
One
minutes is as long as anyone
pizza
had an ailing serve so they lacked
should have to wait for a pizza
Expires 11980
scoring It is impossible to win
WeU deliver your pizza to your
Fast Free
without scoring The Scotties
door in 30 minutes or less at
Delivery
no additional charge To make
were overpowered 15- 5
423EUbertySt
sure your pizzas are delivered
The main problem was our
Phone 264800
hot we use portable ovens and
poor serving The basic skills were
pouches
pizza
lack
was
a
definite
there
but
there
i
of communication on the court
f
v
Hours
I
would
We need to hustle more
430- 100 SuaThurs
like to finish the season at 5057
4U30- 2K30 Fr- LSat
and also play better than in the
past two weeks
said Dave
Our drivers carry less than 10
Lewellen He expects that the
1984 Oomintfa
game vs Ohjo Northern on
October 15 will be very very
In
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SCOTS TAKE AIM AT
OAC CHAMPIONSHIP
The Fighting Scots soccer team
played an outmatched Mount
IJnion squad this past Saturday
Oct 11 and two goals scored
early in each one of the halves one
by Al Moser and the other by
George Mauser and the usually
stingy Scot defense led to a 2- 0
victory for the Woo team The
victory upped the Scots overall
record to 3- 91 and put them at 0
in the OAC for the year
With just 120 gone in the first
half senior co- captain Moser took
1-

from Agapitos

an assist

Papagapitos and gave the Scots a
0 lead with 4340 left in the half
The defense remained solid
throughout the remainder of the
1-

half

giving

up very few

opportunities in the way of a
Mount Union attack on the goal
Sophomore George Mauser
was elected to kick a penalty kick
awarded to the Scots because of a
hand ball in the goalies area
with the
Mauser went oneon- one
purple Raiders goalie and came
away with the second Woo goal of
the game Mausers goal ended the
scoring with 2655 left in the
match
With five games remaining and
all of them being in the OAC
coach Nye had several comments
to make I think that if we play
well and can score we can win the
rest of our games The rest of the
OAC f is good
but nothing

JV Field Hockey
Begins with a Tie
The Wooster junior varsity field
hockey team played their first
game of the season on October 11
Wooster travelled to Granville to

meet

Denison

for their

Of

we shouldnt be able to handle
Our offense is what is hurting us
right now Our defense has been
strong all season long and I doubt if
it will let down now When asked
about the number of offsides that
occurred in the game Coach Nye
commented We were a bit over
anxious in getting down the field
but some of those calls like the
one that took away one of our
goals were ridiculous

The Fighting Scots face

Baldwin- Wallace

on Oct

15

Kenyon home on the 18th 1 100
Heidelberg and Ohio Northern on
the 22nd and the 25th and wrap
up their regular season at home
versus Oberlin on the 29th at 330
After that hopefully on to the
OAC Championship match on
Nov 1st So come out and support
one of the best soccer programs in
the OAC and cheer the Scots all
the way to an OAC Championship

WOOSTER SCOT Peter Randol looks downfield for an opening Photo by Rodger PelagaHL
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Homecoming game
The captains for this squad are
Tracey Hancock and Phyllis
Jones Wooster was psyched up
during their warm- up drills
In the first half the Scottie
stickers were very impressive The

and defense played
together as a unit There was good

ff

ofense

communication on the field and a
very good supportive system
Denison scored the first goal and
led at halftime 10
In the second half 5 minutes left
in the game Bobbi Coluni scored a
Wooster goal to tie the game at
1 Denison came close to scoring
several times but Wooster kept
making fantastic plays
The
Scottie offense could not score
another goal
The jame was well- played and
intense but in the official records
the score is 1 since there are no
tie- breakers The junior varsity
team received vocal support from
family friends and the Wooster
varsity team
The JV team travels to Lake
Erie College on October 15
On Saturday October 18 Wooster will compete against the
Alumni for their Homecoming
game Wooster will be home again
October 21 when they meet Ohio
Wesleyan
FALL 1980
WCWS SPECIAL OF THE WEEK
1019 NEW WAVE MUSIC
with Ted Sale
1026 LED ZEPPUN
with Tim Keen
112 EMMY LOU HARRIS
with Lynn Rogan
119 THE DOORS
with Frank Casner
1116 DONNA SUMMER
With Steve Nelson
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